
As a recognized expert in the art market,
Nexeart Capital offers an end-to-end
solution to assist companies and
freelance professionals in the selection
and arrangement of works of art,
capitalizing on our expertise in
consulting and logistics.

Tax benefits for the company with 100%
deductible rent 
Create a link and a strong image for your
companies 
Option to purchase with residual value
acquisition at the end of the rental
period (LOA) 
Rental of works of art from 13 to 48
months 
Rental open to any medium: works of art,
photographs, sculptures, prints etc...

In order to benefit from the tax advantages
linked to leasing and the deduction of the
rental payments, the works of art must be
exhibited in shared offices and professional
salons, accessible to the public. 
The amount of the rent must be in line with
the company's turnover.

DEVELOPING YOUR COMPANY'S
ARTISTIC HERITAGE - DECORATING
AND FURNISHING YOUR OFFICES WITH
ART

EXPERTISE - 
PROFESSIONALISM - 
CONFIDENTIALITY

Leasing with purchase options offers the
possibility of bringing art into your offices,
enhancing your business assets and
capitalizing for the future. It is a financing
solution that allows companies to acquire
works of art while spreading the payment
over a fixed period and benefiting from an
attractive financing solution.

COMPANIES & PROFESSIONS

NEXEART
LEASING

Diversify your customer base
Find a differentiating offer compared to
your competitors
Create a link with your collectors
Art as an asset 
A personalised solution adapted to each
purchase

As an expert in the art market with a unique
triple expertise, Nexeart offers a solution to
art galleries through Nexeart Leasing.

ART GALLERIES

TO FIND NEW SOURCES OF GROWTH -
TO PROPOSE DIFFERENTIATING AND
ORIGINAL SOLUTIONS IN RELATION TO
THE COMPETITION

CONSULTING 

Artistic expertise and financing of works
of art
Financial consulting on investment and
acquisition
Private management of your art assets
and circularity
Secure transport and logistics

ART DIFFERENTLY

www.nexeart.com

@nexeartcapital

NexeArt Capital

+33 6 95 88 19 32 

leasing@nexeart.com


